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Ask us about

EFFECTIVE
Goes where ordinary floss can’t.  
Great around braces & delicate  
dental work

12 QUICK CONNECT TIPS
Optimized for gently cleaning  
the hardest-to-reach places

SUPERIOR 360° CONTROL
Adjustable water jet pressure  
and 360° swivel wand

LOW NOISE
Significantly quieter than the  
leading brand

EASY CARE
Self-contained tip storage and  
large 800ml water reservoir  
with simple cleanup

Effortless Flossing  
Powered By Water



Effortless Flossing Powered By Water

Contact your Friendly Benco Rep to learn more about the entire family of PRO-SYS® oral care products.
benco.com • 1.800.GO.BENCO

Ask us about

EFFECTIVE
Goes where ordinary floss can’t. Great around  
braces & delicate dental work

12 QUICK CONNECT TIPS
Optimized for gently cleaning the hardest-to-reach places

SUPERIOR 360° CONTROL
Adjustable water jet pressure and 360° swivel wand

LOW NOISE
Significantly quieter than the leading brand

EASY CARE
Self-contained tip storage and large 800ml water  
reservoir with simple cleanup

JET 
Reach around 

teeth and under 
gum line more 
effectively than 

floss.

Pack of 2
[5352-441]

ORTHODONTIC 
Wash away 
plaque and 

particles around 
braces, bridges, 

crowns and other 
appliances.

Pack of 2
[5352-487]

PERIODONTAL 
Massages 

gums with an 
invigorating 

sensation while 
reaching into 
pockets for a  
deep clean.

Pack of 2
[5352-496]

TONGUE 
Helps freshen 

breath and 
remove more 

bacteria from the 
very back of the 

tongue.

Pack of 2
[5352-478]
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Benefits:
1.  Easy and more effective way to floss
2.  Remove plaque and debris deep  

between teeth
3.  Great for removing plaque around braces
5.  Ideal for cleaning around bridgework, 

crowns, implants and veneers
6.  Effective for reducing gingival bleeding 

that can occur with regular flossing

EFFECTIVE
Goes where ordinary floss can’t. Great around  
braces & delicate dental work

12 QUICK CONNECT TIPS
Optimized for gently cleaning the hardest-to-reach places

SUPERIOR 360° CONTROL
Adjustable water jet pressure and 360° swivel wand

LOW NOISE
Significantly quieter than the leading brand

EASY CARE
Self-contained tip storage and large 800ml water  
reservoir with simple cleanup


